A good graphic novel will move readers emotionally and visually, combining a great plot with striking images.... Creating a graphic novel can be a fun challenge, as you get to write an original story and bring it to life with illustrations. A good graphic novel will move readers emotionally and visually, combining a great plot with striking images. This genre allows you to show the characters and the setting in your story to readers in graphic detail. Focus on an interesting main character or cast of characters. Create a main character that is memorable and unique. Give your main character specific personality traits and a unique perspective on the world. Avoid cliche characters or characters that a reader may already be familiar with.[2] X Research source. Posts focused only on self-acknowledgement or life events are not allowed in individual threads. Sharing for the
sake of sharing is not allowed outside the Weekly stickied threads. This includes your own writing (when not seeking feedback and especially when seeking views or sales), personal blogs, publication acceptance or rejection, stories you really like, humorous images, and especially announcements about completed drafts (even if they’re accompanied with "things I learned" tips). If you believe you have a particular qualification that would lend well to an AMA, you should contact the moderator team to discuss the matter.

4. Posts Must Not Lack Critical Info: All submissions must contain enough information to start a discussion on Reddit.

Making a Graphic Novel. The complete course to creating and publishing graphic novels and comic books. 56 HD Video Lessons. A comprehensive online course with 56 video lessons, which can be viewed on any device. The Best Starting Point. Learn the process of creating a graphic novel from start to finish, and make your book a reality. Self publishing a book of any kind is a complicated process, and a graphic novel is no different. This course will lay out all the different steps from idea to print. You will not find a more in-depth course on creating graphic novels and comic books anywhere else. Videos. An overview of writing a story with the graphic novel format in mind. Characters, setting, story structure, script writing, and writing with drawing. Drawing Traditionally / Digitally.